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 The performance of early music is a very controversial topic, as displayed in our class 

debate.  Helen Hallauer advocates for bringing the audience into the performance as the 

performers travel through their historical and spiritual program.  Christopher Page looks at 

performing early music only through the performer’s eyes and expertise, and the performer must 

be the informer of how the music should sound.  Marcel Pérès slightly sides with Page in that the 

performer must be well-educated on the music, but also accepts the more personal aspect of the 

performer’s interpretation of the music.  Based on the interviews of these individuals and other 

research on the subject of early music, the interpretations and opinions on early music seem to be 

best reflected in the performances.   

In this group of recordings, my particular favorite was the Pérès recording.  The initial 

sound is pointed and clear, which is caused by the open vowels of the singers and the 

performance space.  The singers are all male, and have very similar voice timbres.  The sound 

that the singers produce mimics the sound of monks in that the voices have a solo quality, which 

would be more characteristic to the time period.  When monks learned their chants, they may not 

have been as concerned with blending or consistent vowels as we are in professional choirs.  

Pérès describes the Solesmes and their singing style, which was simplified for the use of church 

choirs.   
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“Their publication was not meant as a critical edition; it was a useful, practical book.  It 

was to be used by an amateur parish choir, so they had to imagine a very simple method that 

would not require the singer to be able to read complex music.” (Sherman 28) 

 The Solesmes wanted their publications to be simple for church choirs to read and learn.  

Pérès’s recording reflects a simple and straight forward interpretation that mimics singers who 

are trained to care more for communicating the text and interpretation of their music rather than 

having the best singing technique.   

 Another opinion of Pérès demonstrated in this recording is ornamentation.  There is a 

form of ornamentation in each of the parts in the first few measures.  The voices perform a form 

of “trill” on specific notes, even though it is not notated in the score shown.  The trill is not 

specifically indicated, but the performer obviously knows where these trills occur.  This 

contributes to Pérès’s notion of the performer being influenced by his “personality, voice, 

education, and skill in doing music and living with it” (Sherman 29).   

 The sound of the voices in this recording is one of the unique qualities in this recording.  

Pérès spoke of the difference between Roman and Gregorian notated chant.  He stated that  

“notation, even when we believe it’s precise, conveys only part of the musical event…Two 

melodies with different notes can be perceived as the same if they are sung with the same vocal 

style, and two melodies written with exactly the same notes can…be perceived as different” 

(Sherman 32).  Based on the notation, the performers used a consistent style of singing for their 

recording.  In the Middle Ages, chants and chant notation was handled in a similar way.  

Depending on where the chants were taught, the chants may have sounded different depending 

on how the notation was interpreted.  
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Pérès does not agree with singing chant in perfect rhythmical time.  “Now we are used to 

a mathematical division of time, but we must remember that this has been true only since the end 

of the thirteenth century.” (Sherman 39)  In other words, the exact note values are not notated 

because the oral tradition was still very strong.  The voices in this recording did not obey a strict 

time, even though they moved together and kept their respective parts in line. 

 If performing any early music, especially the Machaut Mass “Kyrie”, I think the first and 

foremost thought is the performer’s interpretation.  Even if the performer does not include the 

audience as much, the performer will naturally bring the audience along for the experience if 

they are well-educated historically.  Specific vowels, text stresses, phrasing, ensemble breathing, 

and movement with other parts are the first technical issues that I would address when 

performing.   

 All of the recordings had a specific style, and all demonstrated at least one viewpoint of 

the interviewed experts on early music.  Even though Pérès seemed to grasp the atmosphere and 

style the best, I think that all of the interviewed experts have important points that should be 

considered whether listening or performing early music. 
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